
PARENTS FEEDBACK ON THE ONLINE P.T.M.. HELD ON 16.05.2020 

 
[16/05, 2:42 pm] Jaishree Mam: It is a good experience to have online classes during this serious covid - 

19  tym. It keeps to maintain the social distancing n continue study at home for the children.  

We also thanks to all teachers n management for their  efforts . 

Pooja namdev M/o Gauransh namdev (5th A) 

 

[16/05, 2:42 pm] Jaishree Mam: Good afternoon ma'am 

The meeting went off very smoothly. Parents appreciated the efforts made by the GMS family. 

They were thankful for the online classes and are looking forward to new innovations. 

Regards 

 

[16/05, 2:42 pm] Jaishree Mam: The world may have come to a standstill due to the covid-19 pandemic, 

but our teachers are trying their best to educate the tiny lots. 

We thank all the teachers n management for their  efforts to keep the students motivated. 

We are very sure that the situation will improve sooner than later and our wards will be able to meet their 

teachers.  

Ram krishna parida 

F/o Ankit parida (5th A) 

 

[16/05, 2:42 pm] Jaishree Mam: Online classes during the current situation has really helped to a greater 

extent and good thing is children have not missed their syllabus.Every subject teacher is doing her 

best.Ptm also went off well .I find online PTM more convenient because normally we hardly find time to 

talk to all subject teachers.Thanks and regards. Swaleha Manal Khan 5 B  

[16/05, 2:50 pm] Jaishree Mam: Great experience with online classes all teachers done good job we r 

very impressed with way of their teaching to students.  Thanks to all teachers. 

[16/05, 2:50 pm] Jaishree Mam: i really appreciate the efforts made by teachers n m grateful for nt letting 

this time of my ward wasted. Online classes are really helpful n that 20 minute  break system after every 

class is pretty good. 

Areeba Rasheed (III-D) 

 

[16/05, 2:50 pm] Jaishree Mam: In present scenario, Online classes as well as today's ptm are very good 

initiative as even through this childrens remain punctual, disciplined and connected with studies. Thanx n 

regards, Avani Balodhi V-B 

 

[16/05, 2:50 pm] Jaishree Mam: Thanks all the teachers for all ur sincere efforts helping students keeping 

their studies ongoing. During this lockdown the online classes are really a boon. 

Thanks !!! 

Simran Uikey 4th D 

[16/05, 2:51 pm] Jaishree Mam: Great experience with online classes all teachers done good job we r 

very impressed with way of their teaching to students.  Thanks to all teachers. 

 

[16/05, 3:30 pm] Jaishree Mam: We are thankful to all the teachers 

Online classes are Going really well and PTM was Good too. 

Teachers are Hardworking , polite and punctual of Time.  

We appreciate the efforts of Teachers. 

Thanks and Regards Mohan Lal  F/o Aryaman Dev   lll-A 


